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Abstract  
 

 

Energy consumption rises continuously every year. Globally, buildings count for half of 

electricity consumption and 20%-40% of total energy consumption. Building energy 

sector consumed 40% of total energy use in Sweden. The vital of reduce energy 

consumption is to enhance building efficiency. This energy audit work investigates how 

energy consumes of kindergarten building in Vallbacksgården. Then give out cost 

effective suggestions to improve energy efficiency for object building. 

 

The result shows total amount of energy input of the building is equal to 241.9 MWh. 

While district heating takes the largest part of energy input that correspond to 188.9 

MWh (78%), and cost around 123500 Kr annually. Furthermore, energy 38.0 MWh 

(16%) is contributed by solar radiation, which becomes second largest source of energy 

input. Finally, internal heat generation is the smallest contributor of energy input which 

counts 15.0 MWh (6%). 

 

For energy output, majority of heat loss is leaded by transmission losses. It cost 190.4 

MWh per year that shares 79% of total energy output. Nature ventilation losses of 

object building shares 17% of total heat output which is 41.7 MWh. Mechanical 

ventilation and hot tap water have energy consumption with 7.8 MWh and 2.0 MWh 

respectively. They take rest 4% of total energy output.  

 

According to the finding, several reasonable suggestions will be given. Firstly, for the 

costless solution, decreasing indoor temperature 1℃ or 2 ℃ is able to reduce heating 

demand 9.0 MWh or 18.1 MWh annually. It will reduce CO2 emission 131859g- 

266070 g, and save 5274 – 10642 SEK per year. 

 

Secondly, substitute district heating systems by ground source heat pump is an 

environmental solution. Using ground source heat pump has priority of environment, 

which lower CO2 emission 1909200 g/year and save 68262 SEK/year by analyze. 

Investment for this solution is 979000 SEK and the payback time takes 14.3 year.  

 

Replace old windows is a moderate solution of cost. Substitution by using energy glass 

can reduce 20.9 MWh heating demand and 307377 g CO2 every year. New energy glass 

windows can cut 13591 SEK for district heating every year. The renovate investment 

and payback time are more than 159732 SEK and 11.8 year respectively. 
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Abbreviations 

V: Supply airflow (m
3
/s) 

𝜂 : Efficiency of the heat exchanger 

Kv: Heat transfer coefficient  (W/K) 

Cp: Specific heat of air (J/kg K)  

𝜌 : Density of air kg/m
3
 

ℎ : Hours of operation (h) 

𝑄𝑡𝑟 : Transmission losses (Wh) 

𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡: Mechanical ventilation losses (Wh) 

𝑄𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡: Nature ventilation losses (Wh) 

𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟: Heat demand for hot tap water (Wh) 

𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡: Internal heat generation due to electrical equipment, lighting and people (Wh) 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: Heat generated by solar radiation (Wh) 

𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔: Heat generated by district heating (Wh) 

𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 : Annual heat consumption from the grid (Wh) 

𝑀𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 : Annual mass of flow (kg)  

𝐶𝑝  : Specific heat of water (Wh/kg º C) 

𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑: Feed temperature of the district heating grid (º C) 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 : Return temperature of the district heating grid (º C) 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 : Total annual heat from solar radiation (Wh) 

 𝐼 : Solar radiation per unit area (Wh/𝑚2/𝑑𝑎𝑦) 

𝐾: Absorption factor for each window type (no units) 

𝐴 : Area for each orientation (𝑚2) 

𝐶𝑓 : Cloudiness factor for each month (no units) 

A: Area (𝑚2) 

𝑇𝑖𝑛: Indoor temperature ºC 
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𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 : Outdoor temperature ºC 

U: U-value, transmission coefficient for the different surfaces (W/𝑚2 ºC) 

𝐾𝑡𝑟 : Thermal transmittance coefficient (W/K) 

R: Thermal resistance (𝑚2 ºC/W) 

K: Thermal conductivity of the material (W/m ºC) 

L: Thickness of the material (m) 
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1   INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

 

Most of energy consumption based on burning of fossil fuel. With the population growing, 

industrialization and development of economy, energy consumption rising continuously 

around 2% every year [1]. Fossil fuel is limited as we know and technology of energy using 

nowadays is unsustainable. IEA estimate the energy demands will increase 30% by year 2030 

and CO2 will be doubled in 2050 if not any action made [2].  

Energy consumption usually classified into variety sectors that include building, 

transportation, industrial and so on. Globally, building count for half of electricity 

consumption and 20%-40% of total energy consumption. Sweden building energy sector 

consumed 147 TWh that was equal to 40% of total energy use in year 2011. Energy resource 

is uneven distributed in the world what makes the energy price increased with time and vary 

unstable [3].    

According to investigation of U.S. Energy Information Administration (IEA), energy for 

space heating cost large portion of energy using. Figure below present the statistical result of 

energy using in U.S. houses. 

 

Figure 1 Space heating counts the largest sector of energy use in U.S. houses [4] 

 

Space heating is the largest sector of building energy use in U.S. In Sweden, people spend 

80% time indoor and around 60% of energy used in building sector is based on heating. Thus, 

it is important to decrease energy utilization in building and enhance efficiency of energy 

using [5]. A building with higher efficiency has great help to save energy and reduce life 

cycle cost. A lot of countries give out financial support to encourage people refurbish house. 

For example, Swedish government has the tax reduction (maximum to 50,000 Kr) for labor 

cost when people renovate their house [6]. Now people are interested in renovating their 

building in order to reduce their running cost. 
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1.2 General information of the Vallbacksgården 

 

 

Figure 2 Vallbacksgården [7] 

 Vallbacksgården located in Gävle of Sweden. Gävle is coast city near the Baltic Sea, which 

has altitude of N60º. The climate of Gävle city is humid continental climate. Average year 

temperature of Gävle city is about 5 ºC. Vallbacksgården is the municipality's oldest nursery 

school opened in 1947. Gävle government took over it in 1949. Vallbacksgården has a 

wonderful outdoor environment that provides many opportunities for exciting adventures. 

Now this building is used for a kindergarten. Vallbacksgården is one floor building include 

basement. It has classrooms, dinner hall, office, kitchen, laundry and rest room [7]. 

 

 

1.3 Aim of the research 

This energy audit needs to use series measurements and calculations to carry out the energy 

balance of the whole building of Vallbacksgården. 

The energy input and output must be included in the energy audit. Energy audit also involves 

measurements of ventilation systems, heat supply, lighting, behavior of occupants, building 

dimension, insulation material, window performance. According to energy survey result, 

variety kinds of cost-effective improvement will be point out.  

Lastly the report should give reasonable renovation suggestion for the whole building to 

decrease energy consumption. Energy efficiency is vital for high quality building. Higher 

energy efficiency will benefit the cost of running building and decrease energy consumption. 

Finally contribute to reduce emission.  
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1.4 Limitations  

This work is focused on thermal energy consumption. Some other factor, such as electricity 

was not taken into consider. Furthermore, the measurement was done in winter that may not 

represent the situation whole year. Thirdly, some characters like internal heat were hard to 

determine. So some values that assumed in the survey might be different from real condition. 
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2 THEORIES 

2.1 Indoor climate 
The climate of the indoor environment can be separated by thermal and air. These are the two 

important parts affect people lived in a lot. We should improve the level of these two things to 

improve the comfort feelings of people. Cold or bad air always makes people nervous or 

boredom [8]. 

Thermal climate 

Thermal climate include many details to explain different aims. The temperature, operative 

temperature, humidity and movement of the air affect the climate of indoor environment 

together.  

Metabolism 

This is a professional number to explain the state of people or animal. The higher number is, 

the more activities they done. The unit of metabolism is the short of it, met. For example, the 

number will be less than 2 met when people do some quiet work. If people do the sport or 

some other heavy work, the number will be increased to around 5 met.  

Temperature  

It is easily to be understand that how the temperature affect the air and environment. But the 

operative temperature be used here is a better data to describe comfort level of environment. It 

can be got from the combination of air temperature and mean radiation temperature.  

 It can be simply calculated by the mean of air temperature and mean radiation temperature. 

So the operative temperature will be affect by the mean radiation temperature in room. The 

change of mean radiation temperature by radiator under the window contributes a lot for 

temperature. 

PMV  

PMV is the data give people to mark the feeling of the indoor environment they are in. The 

usual number be used is from -3 to 3, cold to warm.  

PPD 

PPD is number shows that how many percent of the people can be dissatisfied for the indoor 

climate in the group be tested. So the smaller number means more people satisfied for the 

indoor climate. 

Perception of thermal climate 

There is a diagram established by Fanger before more than 50 years ago. The diagram 

integrated metabolic rate, clothing, clothing insulation and operative temperature together to 

present the comprehensive of the thermal climate. The complex diagram shows the interaction 

of the data in it.  It is used until today due to the effectiveness. 
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Air quality 

Air is very important for people to live. People make the pollution to air at the same time, 

especially in room. The indoor air should be exchanged with outdoor air to keep the air 

healthy. Pollution of air can be separate for gaseous and particulate pollutant two parts. 

Gaseous pollutants  

Gaseous pollutants may come from activities of people. Less combustion in room but it will 

gives gaseous pollutants also, if there. The equipment and furnish will give gaseous pollutants 

from their materials. 

As we know, CO2 is the main pollutants in room due to people produce it if they have 

activities in the room. Indoor, 400 ppm is the data of room without people. The limit of room 

with people is 1000 ppm. The room will be considered polluted if the data is around or higher 

than this.  

There still some organic pollutants in the air of indoor. The number them is very small but 

can’t be ignored due to the harmful of people. 

Particulate pollutants 

The pollution of particles is test for the mass concentration of the particles in the limited area. 

Particles pollution in outdoor is main comes from the combustion of fossil fuel. Very small 

pollution of particles is produced in indoor. We called the particles less than 10µm is because 

of they can exist in air for a long time that hard to be cleaned. There will be more harmful 

particles attached on it. That will be health risk for people. The particles between 2 and 3 µm 

can goes directly to alveoli where will have ill if a long time over. 

Air velocity 

The velocity of air is the data we get after we do the measuring of the pipe. The result shows 

the volume of air goes through the point we measuring in limit time. 

Relative humidity  

Relative humidity RH is the ratio between vapor amount in the air and the maximum vapor 

which air can contain. It is a vital factor that impacts indoor environment.  The recommended 

value for relative humidity is 40%, but 30%-70% is also acceptable. At RH lower than 30%, 

concentration of bacteria will increase. Emission form building material also start to increase 

due to RH is too high. 
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2.2 Energy balance 

 

Energy balance refers to an equilibrium state between heat supplies, internal heat generation, 

radiation, heat loss and so on. Climate of inside and outside building has difference. Indoor 

climate without air handling device will reach to an equilibrium point which same with 

outdoor climate. For a house with no air handling unite, indoor temperature is determined by 

heat losses and internal heat. Air quality is affected by air leakage of whole building and 

emission of gas from building material [35]. 

Energy balance indicate the relation of energy go in to the building and energy go out of 

building witch determine the energy consumption of the building. It like the statement of 

energy conservation: energy cannot be created or destroyed where it only can be transformed 

to another type. 

The main factors of influence the balance for building with climate control system includes 

type of ventilation system, outside temperature, construction material type of building, indoor 

heat generation and space heating. Since Vallbacksgården has not cooling facility, the 

function can be express as below [9]. 

Heat out = Heat in 

𝑄𝑡𝑟 + 𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑄𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 (Eq. 1) 

         Where,                       𝑄𝑡𝑟 : Transmission losses (Wh) 

𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 : Mechanical ventilation losses (Wh) 

𝑄𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 : Nature ventilation losses (Wh) 

𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 : Heat demand for hot tap water (Wh) 

𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡 : Internal heat generation due to electrical equipment, lighting 

and people (Wh) 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 : Heat generated by solar radiation (Wh) 

𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 : Heat generated by district heating (Wh) 
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Energy balance equation can be showed in figure below. 

 

Figure 3.  Energy balance 

 

2.3 Energy survey 

Energy surveys are approach to defined energy consumption in the building, and find the 

possibility to reduce the energy usage. 

 

2.3.1 Heat supply 

Buildings need amount of energy in order to achieve acceptable indoor climate. In cold 

climate, room will be heat up to prevent heat deficit. There are variety kinds of method to 

supply heat [10]: 

 Central heating furnace use fuel like coal, oil, wood and gas is able to supply heat for 

building. 

 Use electricity power to generate heating. Electricity heater is much cleaner than heating 

furnace. Furthermore use heat pump to generation heat has significant higher efficiency. 

 Heat supply by central heating plant. Such as district heating, several heating plant can 

fulfill heating demand of a city.  

 Use solar panel to generate heating for building. 

According to building location, type, environmental and economical consideration, people can 

choose suitable systems. In Sweden district heating system is wildly used for space heating 

and hot tap water. District heating system consists of thermal power plant, heating pipe grid 

and substations (heat exchange system). Figure blow shows the district heating systems. 
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Figure 4   District heating system [11] 

Firstly, thermal energy is generated by power plant. Then heat exchanged to water.  Thirdly, 

deliver heated water through pipe network. Fourthly, supply heat for buildings. Finally, 

cooled flow comeback through return pipe to plant. Temperature of flow in pipe is related to 

the temperature of outdoor and season. Normally the temperature in feed pipe is more than 90  

ºC and returned temperature is less 50 ºC. But in real life, low temperature of district heating 

often designed lower than before, which around 60 ºC in order to reduce heat losses in 

distribution system [11].  

District heating system has lots of advantages. Thermal power plant is able to use variety of 

fuel source, like renewable fuel, nuclear, fossil fuel. In additional, pollution of produce heat 

will centralize deal with which is better than individual heating furnace. District heating 

system is less sensitive to climate. In extreme cold weather and high altitude place heat pump 

and solar heating system has low effectively. District heating system are more reliable and 

longer lifetime more than 50 years when compared with electricity heating system. Central 

heating system can make use of waste heat from industry or power plant. For instancing 

combine heat and power generation to increase efficiency [3]. 

District heating system also has some limitations. Pipe grid is costly to distribute in rural area 

with low population density. To build central heating plant in low heating demand place is not 

economical. 

According to the following equation, Energy consumption for heating can be determined [10]. 

𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑀𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑝 ∗  (𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛)                        (Eq.2) 

Where, 

𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 : Annual heat consumption from the grid (Wh) 

𝑀𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 : Annual mass of flow (kg) = ρ (density) * V (annual volume m
3
) 

𝐶𝑝  : Specific heat of water (J/kg º C) 
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𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑: Feed temperature of the district heating grid (º C) 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 : Return temperature of the district heating grid (º C) 

 

2.3.2 Solar radiation  

Solar radiation will strongly influence the indoor climate. Radiation is hard to absorb by air in 

the room. However, radiation will be absorbed and convert to heat after it pass through the 

window and reaches a solid surface. As the surface temperature increase, heat emission into 

air by convection effect.  This process is determined by building mass and type of surface. 

Some of the heat will be kept in the building and released later like wall, roof. Heat will be 

stored for a longer time in building with heavy structure. Since the material is light and thin, 

the temperature of surface will rise quickly and heat released soon. For example, curtain 

prevents sunlight and absorbs heat that lead room temperature raise at the same time. Thus 

use exterior shade is more effective than use curtain in summer time. 

Intensity of solar radiation is uneven which change with time and season. Solar radiation can 

lead heat surplus where require cooling during summer. But more solar radiation may 

contribute to reduce heating demand in winter. Furthermore, solar radiation also relates to 

orientation of room. South side of a room may receive more radiation than north side. Thirdly, 

cloud is able to reflect and absorb radiation that needs to be considered. Thus weather will 

influence the solar radiation to building [12].  

Therefore, the quantity of solar radiation decides by type of window, cloudy factor, 

orientation and location [13]. 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑(𝐼 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝐾 ∗ 𝐶𝑓) ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑦/𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ         (Eq.3) 

Where, 

               𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 : Total annual heat from solar radiation (Wh) 

               𝐼 : Solar radiation per unit area (Wh/𝑚2/𝑑𝑎𝑦) 

               𝐾: Absorption factor for each window type (no units) 

               𝐴 : Area for each orientation (𝑚2) 

               𝐶𝑓 : Cloudiness factor for each month (no units) 
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2.3.3 Internal heat  

The energy balance we calculate for this building is to check if the energy goes in and out 

balance. The energy goes in this building include an important part emitted by people or 

electrical equipment. This kind of energy need no more fees to pay, but the effect of them 

should be calculated to get the balance of the system. 

The effect of the internal heat will be different in different climate place. Internal heat 

transfers energy directly to the air. The heat transferred raises the temperature of the room. In 

hot climate place or warm season, the internal heat is the extra heat should be cool down. 

More works need to be done to do this. Extra step for cool down makes the more fees to pay 

in HVAC (Heat, Ventilation and Air Condition) system to keep the balance. The effect of 

internal heat in cold climate place or cold season is the benefit of the HVAC system. That is 

because the heat emitted from body or electricity equipment raises the room temperature to 

reduce the work of HVAC system. That will save parts of energy of the building [14]. 

Emitted from human body:  

Human body emitted heat when they have physiological feature, this is named metabolism. 

The heat emitted to surrounding air can be latent or sensible heat, which can be significant if 

the amount of people is huge. The limit space can’t diffuse the heat in short time.  

The best case to explain this is the ventilation of the Stockholm Central Station that just used 

the heat of body pass through the station. The save energy from body be used to provide the 

heat to another neighbor building [15]. 

Electricity Equipment: 

The heat emitted from equipment can be understood easily because of they can be touched to 

know they have energy emitted to surround air. The heat emitted to air is not the main 

function of most equipment like a lamp. The part energy of lamp is transferred for give a light 

and left energy is emitted by heat. The heat percent of emitted out is different with each other 

equipment but every kind of them has it [16]. 
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2.3.4 Hot tap water  

Hot tap water consumption in building is depended on customs and behavior of people lived 

in. Variety type of energy source can be used for heat tap water, such as electricity, district 

heating, solar energy and etc.  An accumulator tank is often included in water heating 

systems, which store hot water and reduce energy demand. For example, electricity heaters 

can mainly work in lower price period and solar systems often work in daytime. Using heat 

pump is another ideal solution to heat water. Heat pump has higher COP (coefficient of 

performance) than traditional heater. Extract air heat pump is installed in some new building 

for heating.  

District heating system is used for heating tap water commonly in Sweden. Cold water will 

exchange heat with district heating systems in heat exchanger. Figure blow shows how water 

heat up by district heating system. 

 

Figure 5   Heat exchange between district heating and tap water [11] 

The energy used for heating hot tap water can be presented as function blow [11]. 

𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑀ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝐶𝑃 ∗ (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑖) * 
1

3600
                         (Eq.4) 

Where,       𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 : Annual energy use for hot tap water (Wh/year) 

                   𝑀ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 : Annual mass flow of hot water (kg/year) 

                   𝐶𝑃 : Specific heat of water 4200 (J/kg ºC) 

                   𝑇𝑠 = Supply temperature (ºC) 

                   𝑇𝑖 = Temperature of incoming water (ºC) 
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2.3.5 Mechanical ventilation losses  

Ventilation means exchange air for a closed space that supply fresh air and remove indoor 

pollutants. Such as, moisture, dust and airborne particles. Ventilation systems unable to 

change generation of indoor air pollutions but it can maintain indoor air in an acceptable 

level. Airflow controlled by mechanical ventilation is steadier than natural ventilation. In non-

residential building, ventilation system also benefit of handling heat surplus or deficit. Some 

mechanical ventilation system is able to purified outdoor pollutants with a higher cost. The 

ventilation flow rate is decided by lots of condition include internal heat, generation of 

pollutants indoor, thermal climate, air change demand and so on.  

A mechanical ventilation system changes the old indoor air with outdoor fresh air. This 

procedure will lead energy losses. Outdoor air needs to be heated before supply in winter 

while supply air has to be cooled in the system in summer.  

    

  Figure 6.   Mechanical ventilation system of Vallbacksgården 

 

Mechanical ventilation use fan to extract and supply air. The fan usually connected to room 

by duct. Mechanical ventilation system normally includes filter, heating unit, cooling unit, 

humidifier, fan, damper, pipe, sensor and controller. In order to make use of waste heat, heat 

regenerative system is often introduced. For example, the heat exchanger recovers the heat 

from warm exhaust air. That reduces energy demand to heat supply air. The figure below 

indicates different type of heat exchange systems. 

 

Figue 7. Heat recover system with different type heat exchanger [17] 
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The direction of exhaust and supply air flow in heat exchanger are opposite. This is benefit to 

transfer heat between exhaust and supply air. Heat exchanger has variety types, such as 

indirect recuperative heat exchanger, direct recuperative heat exchanger and regenerative heat 

exchanger. Regenerative type heat exchanger has high efficiency with 70%-80%. But small 

amount (5%-10%) of exhaust air will mixed with supply air in this kind of system through 

leakage. For indirect recuperative system, supply air can be located far away from exhaust air. 

Danger of airflow and the supply air be polluted will be smaller. This system often used for 

non-residential building like hospital, laboratories and where exhaust air might be harmful. 

Direct recuperative system has relative cheap cost and lower efficiency (60%-70%) but more 

safety for user. The heat exchanger placed between two airflows. It often use for residential 

building. 

The temperature efficiency of heat exchanger is relayed on type of system, heat exchange area 

and transmitting property. It is calculate by bellowing formula: 

 

   Figure 8. Temperature in heat exchanger [17] 

 

The goal of ventilation system is to create a suitable indoor environment for people. It 

exchanges the old indoor air by outdoor fresh air. This procedure will lead energy losses. In 

winter, outdoor air needs to be heated before supply. In summer, supply air has to be cooled 

in the system. The mechanical ventilation loss can be determined by equation  (Eq.5). 

𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = V * 𝜌 * Cp * (1- 𝜂) * (Tin – Tout) 

                                                                        = Kv *(Tin – Tout)               (Eq.5) 

Where, 

𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡: Power of mechanical ventilation losses (W) 

V: Supply airflow (m
3
/s) 

𝜂 : Efficiency of the heat exchanger 

Kv : Heat transfer coefficient  (W/K) 

Cp: Specific heat of air (J/kg K)  

    𝜂 = 
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐 − 𝑡𝑒

𝑡𝑒𝑥ℎ − 𝑡𝑒
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𝜌 : Density of air kg/m
3
 

Insert degree hour into the equation instead of temperature difference. The equation can be 

written as 

𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐾𝑣 ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒          (Eq.6) 

Where, 

𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡: Energy losses of mechanical ventilation (Wh) 

 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 : Degree-hours (ºC h/year) 

 

2.3.6 Transmission losses  

Transmission loss is mainly caused by the temperature difference between outdoor and 

indoor. Temperature difference leads heat conduction in building materials, such as roof, 

walls, windows and doors. Transmission loss is influenced by area and their transmission 

coefficients. The amount of loss depends on outdoor temperature and building insulation. 

Normally, only small part of energy loss through wall while majority of energy transmits 

through window and door. Some transmission loss happened in junction point where has less 

insulation [18].  

The calculation equation of transmission heat loss power can be written as [17]: 

𝑃𝑡𝑟 =  ∑  𝑈 ∗ 𝐴 ∗  (𝑇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡) 

                                                                     = 𝐾𝑡𝑟 ∗ (𝑇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡)            (Eq. 7) 

Where, 

𝑃𝑡𝑟: Power of transmission heat losses (W) 

A: Area (𝑚2) 

𝑇𝑖𝑛: Indoor temperature (ºC) 

𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 : Outdoor temperature (ºC) 

U: U-value, transmission coefficient for the different surfaces (W/𝑚2 ºC) 

𝐾𝑡𝑟 : Thermal transmission coefficient (W/K) 

There are different kinds of area in a building. Each area has respective U-value. U-value is 

the inverse of thermal resistance, which determines the conduct or heat loss ability of a 

material. Hence, material with lower U-value has better insulation. It not only depends on 

property of the material but also related to dimension and facade of the object. The equation 

of U-value showed as below. 
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𝑈 =  
1

𝑅
=

𝐾

𝐿
 

(Eq.8) 

Where, 

R: thermal resistance (𝑚2 ºC/W) 

K: Thermal conductivity of the material (W/m ºC) 

L: Thickness of the material (m) 

By using Degree-hour method can roughly estimate the energy need in through a year.  

Annual transmission losses can be calculated by following formula. 

𝑄 = ∑  𝑈 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 𝐾𝑡𝑟 * 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒           (Eq.9) 

Where, 

 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 : Degree-hours (ºC h/year), it able to be found in appendix 1. 

 

2.3.7 Natural ventilation losses  

 

Natural ventilation is same with the ventilation has been introduced before. They are both 

ventilation of air to be exchanged. The difference between them is natural ventilation is 

happened out of control. The infiltration or exfiltration of walls, roofs or some other place can 

be monitored but not prevent. Buildings have natural ventilation due to the air molecules 

movement and pressure difference can’t be avoided. The natural ventilation will be increased 

when the windows or doors opened. 

Here we talk more about natural ventilation losses because of the result is the energy balance 

in winter with lots of heated in. The natural ventilation losses of the energy balance can’t be 

ignored. If possible, natural ventilation should be decreased to increase the energy efficiency 

of the building. 

The reason of natural ventilation is because of the pressure difference. The pressure difference 

can be separate by two parts include: wind pressure and stack pressure. Wind pressure is 

happened by the wind around the building makes the force affect difference on the building to 

give the pressure of the roof. That will be lead up the building emit energy faster than before. 

As we know the temperature of the building is different with outside air. The difference 

between them makes density of air is different also [19]. The stack pressure will be happened 

here. Neutral pressure plane is the point of the building where the pressure of both in and out 

of building is equal with each other. The above part of this point in the building is negative 

pressure due to the height, and the negative pressure sucks air out of the building. The below 
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part of the point in the building got positive pressure that let air out of building goes in. Fig.9 

shows the stack effect. 

 

Figure 9. Stack Effect in winter [20] 
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3 METHOD 

3.1 Energy audit 

Energy audit is approach to defined energy consumption in the building, and finds the 

possibility to reduce the energy usage. It provides a general standing of energy utilization in 

building, evaluate energy efficiency method of consume energy. The energy flow of energy 

conservation in the house is analyzed through the survey. Energy auditing of building include 

many kinds of character, such as ventilation air flow rate, walls, windows, doors, thermal 

resistance of building material, bills for heating or cooling and so on. It uses the date of local 

climate, solar orientation, thermal condition and building construction to carry out the result 

[21]. 

Before the investigation, the following information should be considered [33] [37]. 

 

Figure 10. Factors of considerations before audit 

During the work of energy auditing obtain following procedures.  

Collect data of object building. Some information of building is necessary before doing 

energy survey. Thanks to supervisor and Gävlefastigheter the manager of building. The 

design of ventilation system, building structure, local climate, solar orientation, heating 

consumption and other related data was got previously. 

Visit the object building Vallbacksgården and doing energy survey. Have facility tour with 

technical supervisor. Understanding the facility work and discuss the issue if there is anything 

unclear. Beside this, take picture of mechanical equipment, workspace, lighting, construction 

material and other useful information. After that, a serious of necessary tools will be used to 

do the measurement. In additional, investigation of people behavior, working hours and 

electric equipment operation is also needed. The measurement may take many days and doing 

several times in order to get more accurate data. 
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Lastly, calculate and analyze the data we got. According to the energy survey and previous 

data, calculate energy consumption. Give suggestion for improve energy efficiency of 

building. 
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3.2 Energy survey 

This section will describe energy survey in detail. According to the condition of 

Vallbacksgården energy survey can be divided into the flowing module. 

 

3.2.1 Supply heat 

District heating takes responsible of heat supply in Vallbacksgården. Gävlefastigheter 

provides data of district heating consumption. District heating counts a large percentage of the 

heat goes into the building. The data shows that the relationship of heating consumption with 

time. The data has high accuracy that can be used directly and original data will be show in 

appendix 7. 

3.2.2 Solar radiation  

Heat from solar energy is depended on area of window, type of window, solar intensity and 

cloudy factor. Intensity of solar radiation is uneven distributed. The amount of heat generated 

by solar radiation relate to orientation of window and session of the year. Therefore, the 

orientation of the building needed to be considered. By using the map, the angle of 

Vallbacksgården can be roughly found as Figure shows [22]. 

 

Figure 11. Orientation of Vallbacksgården 

According to the orientation, the area of window toward 30, 60°, 150°, -30, -60° and -150° is 

able to carry out. Reference of solar radiation per unite area with corresponding direction was 

given by technical supervisor in the appendix of solar radiation, window type 0 means without 

shade. Type 10 is the widow with shade. Table shows the window area of each orientation 

and their condition of shading in Vallbacksgården. 
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Table 1. Area of windows 

 Area (m
2
) Orientation Shade 

South 18.6 30 Yes 

South 9.2 60 No 

West 19.2 150 No 

East 37.0 -30 Yes 

East 9.6 -60 No 

North 19.3 -150 No 

 

The cloudy factors vary from each month that indicates in table below. It was got from 

technical supervisor. In June, July and August have not heating days. Furthermore, heating 

system only supply heat for half month in May and September. Therefore these days will not 

be considered. 

Table 2. Cloudy Factors 

Month Cloudy Factor 𝐶𝑓 

January 0.45 

February 0.49 

March 0.58 

April 0.58 

May 0.63 

September 0.58 

October 0.51 

November 0.42 

December 0.43 

 

All windows in Valbacksgården were double glass and wood build. Window with direction E-

30 and S 30 have external shade. Thus, corresponding window absorption factor K for 

window is 0.8. Once all necessary information is known, the heat increase due to solar 

radiation is able to calculate as following equation [18]. 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑(𝐼 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝐾 ∗ 𝐶𝑓) ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑦/𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ          (Eq.10) 

Where, 

               𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 : Total annual heat from solar radiation (Wh) 

               𝐼 : Solar radiation per unit area (Wh/𝑚2/𝑑𝑎𝑦) 

               𝐴 : Area for each orientation (𝑚2) 

               𝐾: Absorption factor for each window type (no units) 

               𝐶𝑓 : Cloudiness factor for each month (no units) 
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3.2.3 Internal heat generation  

 

Internal heat is the energy emitted by electricity equipment or people lived there. Annual heat 

can be got from the sum total of human, lighting and other electricity equipment. Here they 

will be separated introduced. 

The relation of them can be writing in equation: 

Q internal heat = Q people +Q light +Q electricity equipment           (Eq.11) 

Which: Q internal heat is the data we need 

             Q people is the heat emitted by people 

            Q light is the heat emitted by light 

            Q electricity equipment is the heat emitted by electricity equipment 

 

Heat emitted by people 

The heat emitted by people is depended on the state of them. The heat emitted from people 

doing sport is larger than people just sitting and working there. The heat emitted from people 

just sitting and working there is larger than people is sleeping. The heat emitted from adult is 

larger than children. The place we measured is the kindergarten in Sweden. The data should 

be calculated as heat emitted by children.  

The heat emitted by child is around 75% of adult. Tab.3 shows the heat emitted of adult from 

ASHRAE  

Table 3. Heat emitted of adult from ASHRAE [23] 

Level of activity State of people Heat emit (W/person) 

Office work Teachers and staff 100 

Moderately work Chef 120 

Sports People in gym 400 

 

But as what we saw, child is doing different things almost every time. So the data we used 

should be separated to several groups. Tab.4 is the heat emitted by child in different group. 

The data has been calculated from adult. 

Table 4 Heat emitted by child after calculated 

State of child Heat emit (W/person) 

Listening for story 75 

Drawing and play with toy 90 

Running 300 
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There are children, teachers, office worker and chef in the kindergarten at same time. Staff in 

kindergarten worked in several different days but the number of people working in the 

building is same. So we just need to calculate heat emitted from all of the people working in 

the building. Working of adult in the kindergarten is no change, but child not. Tab.5 shows 

the partition of different activities by people. 

Table 5 Partition of different activities 

State of people Time (h) Number of people 

Teachers and staff 9 19 

Chef 9 1 

Children listening for story 2 30 

Children drawing and play with 

toy 

3.5 30 

Children running 0.5 20 

 

The number in table is the general data. People in the kindergarten will have some small 

different state works but the general activity is same. 

There is also the equation to calculate the annual heat of people: 

Q people= ∑G × N × t × d          (Eq.12) 

Where Q people is the value of interest (Wh) 

            G is heat emission rate for different activity levels (W/person) 

            N is the number of people for different activities 

            t is the time of people at work (h/day) 

            d is the open days of kindergarten(day) 

Lighting 

Light is an important part of living that people use them every day. Especially in kindergarten, 

to make bright fit for children is a protection for the vision. Different lights will be used in 

different time due to the different using. As we got from teachers of kindergarten, lights in 

corridor will be opened all the time if kindergarten is open. Some lights for toys on the wall 

will be opened all the time also. But the lights for dining room will be opened just when 

children eating food. The lights in drawing room will be opened sometimes if the weather is 

not bright enough. The lights in toilet can be opened just in used for several minutes. Tab. 6, 

Tab.7 and Tab.8 shows the account of different bulbs. 
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Table 6 Account of filament lamp 

 25W 40W 46W 

Filament lamp 44 10 1 

 

Table 7 Account of lamp in corridor 

 7W 16W 25W 

Lamp in corridor 4 14 4 

 

Table 8 Account of fluorescent lamp 

 18W 36W 40W 

Fluorescent lamp 20 125+22(1h/day) 2 

 

The number in the table is just the account of bulbs not the exactly time for opened. Except 

the fluorescent lamp opened 1 h/day, 30% of the three tables just are used 4 h/day. Exactly 

time for using can’t be account due to there be no strict rule for opening the light. The 

equation for heat emitted by bulbs is: 

Q light =∑ n × P × t × ŋ          (Eq.13) 

Where:   Q light is heat generation by lighting (Wh) 

                n is the number of bulbs 

                P is the power of bulbs use 

                t is the time of bulbs be lighted (hour/day) 

                ŋ is the efficiency of bulbs between electricity using and heat emitted (around 25%)  

 

Electricity equipment 

As we introduced before, equipment emit heat during they work. Some kinds of equipment 

need heat dissipation to decrease the temperature of them. Some kinds of equipment make 

heat dissipation during they work to increase energy efficiency. All of them emitted heat will 

increase internal heat. How much heat is emitted during they work depended on the kind of 

equipment [34]. 

The equipment in kindergarten is too long time to found some information. Data at here is 

estimated by same equipment produced now. Tab. 9 shows the number and power of 

equipment in the kindergarten. 
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Table 9 Number and power of equipment 

 Heat 

generation 

rate 

(W/unit) 

Number 

Opening time of 

Vallbacksgården 

(h) 

Days of 

equipment 

operating 

(D) 

Working 

weeks 

Working 

percent of 

operating 

time (%) 

Computer 60 3 

8 5 36 

70 

Copy 

machine 
50 1 5 

Dryer 700 6 80 

Kitchen 1500 6 25 

Washer 250 3 30 

Refrigerator 125 3 50 

 

The equation to calculate heat emitted by equipment: 

Q electricity equipment = ∑ E × n × t × d                              (Eq.14) 

Where Q electricity equipment is heat generation by electrical equipment (Wh) 

            E is the heat generation rate of the equipment 

            n is the number of equipment 

            t is the operating time of equipment (h) 

            d is the days of equipment operating 
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3.2.4 Hot tap water 

Water consumption data was given from Gävlefastigheter that included both cold and hot 

water use. Consider of this, an experimental number for water use for normally building is 

induced.  Hot tap water is regarded as 30% of total water consumption. The initial cold water 

temperature is about 5℃ and hot water temperature is 55℃. Therefore, the usage of hot water 

is calculate as bellow 

𝑀 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝜌𝑤 ∗ 𝑉𝑤                 (Eq.15) 

𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 30% ∗ 𝑀 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝐶𝑃 ∗ (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑖) ∗  
1

3600
 

= 30% ∗ 𝜌𝑤 ∗ 𝑉𝑤 ∗ 𝐶𝑃 ∗ (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑖) ∗
1

3600
 

 

Where, 

𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟: Energy consumption of hot tap water (Wh) 

𝑀 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 : Total water consumption (kg) 

𝜌𝑤 : Density of water (kg/m
3
) 

𝑉𝑤 : Volume of total water consumption (m
3
) 

 

𝐶𝑃 : Specific heat of water 4200 (J/kg ºC) 

𝑇𝑠 = Supply temperature (ºC) 

𝑇𝑖 = Temperature of incoming water (ºC) 
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3.2.5 Mechanical ventilation losses 

For calculating mechanical ventilation loss, supply and exhaust airflow need to be measured. 

Several instruments have been used in measure airflow in Vallbacksgården. Velocical Plus 

TSI is an instrument that able to measure air velocity, humidity, temperature, pressure and   

calculate mean value. There is a probe on top of the metal stick. The probe needs to keep 

perpendicular with airflow direction when doing measurement [24].  Swema Flow 230 can 

measure both supply and extract airflow rate. There is a hot wire net in the device. By 

detecting the heat loss speed of hot wire net, the device carries out airflow rate. Calibration 

should be done before measurement.  Swema Flow 230 is applied for airflow less than 60 l/s. 

For airflow larger than 60l/s, Accu Balance TSI is applied. 

The ventilation system for room in Vallbacksgården is displacement ventilation. As the 

picture shown, the air supply terminal is not a flat plan which unable to measure by the exist 

instrument. Hence, the supply airflow rate was carried out by measure the supply air velocity 

in the central ventilation system pipe. Then multiply air velocity with duct section area get 

airflow rate. 

𝑉 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑣 = 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟2 ∗ 𝑣              (Eq. 16) 

Where, 

𝑉 : Supply airflow rate (m
3
/s) 

𝑣 : Supply air velocity in the central ventilation system (m/s) 

𝑟 : The radium of supply pipe (0.25m) 

Velocical Plus TSI is used supply air mensurement. Five mensurement point was choosed in 

duct and then claculate the mean value. Because of the vesicousity of fluid, contral and edge 

area of the pipe has maximum and minimum air velocity which should be avoided while 

doing mesurement. 

 

Figure 12. The air supply unite for building and measurement of supply air flow 

The mechanical ventilation system in kindergarten use both district heating and heat 

exchanger to heat supply air.  During measurement, the pipe connect between heating unite 
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and district heating substation was found marked in wrong direction. One pipe is used for 

supply heat, and another is return pipe. That should not in same direction.  

 

Figure 13.  Pipes connect between district heating substation and mechanical ventilation 

heating unit 

Exhaust airflow rate was measured for all individual rooms by using Swema Flow 230 and 

Accu Balance TSI.  In order to reduce error, airflow rate for every room was measured many 

times in different days. Finally, compared the value of different days and calculated mean 

value. The result of ventilation measurement is present in table. Detail data for airflow in each 

room can be seen in appendix. The measurements were done in real room, so the result can’t 

be absolutely equal. 

Table 10. Measurement result of ventilation system 

 Supply Air (m/s) Exhaust Air (l/s) Exhaust Air of 

basement (l/s) 

Day 1 4.47 1879 

298 

Day 2 4.44 1932 

Day 3 4.45 1869 

Day 4 4.32 1838 

Day 5 4.48 NA 

Average 4.43 1879.5 298 

 

The ventilation running time is from 6:30 to 16:00 in working days. Ventilation system is 

shuttled down during summer and winter vacation. Hence, it works about 36 week in one 

year.  For annul ventilation working hour (h) is approximate 1710 hours.  

The air handling system is unable to open, so heat exchanger efficiency cannot be determined 

by measuring temperatures. Consider the heat exchanger is regenerative type. The efficiency 

of it was assumed as 0.7. Density and specific heat of air is 1.2 (kg/m
3
) and 1000 (J/kg K). As 

all necessary data has been known. Mechanical ventilation losses was calculated from 

equation 
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𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = V ∗  𝜌 ∗  Cp ∗  (1 −  𝜂) ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 ∗ (
ℎ

8760
) 

(Eq. 17) 

Where, 

𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡: Energy losses of mechanical ventilation (Wh) 

V: Supply airflow (m
3
/s) 

𝜂 : Efficiency of the heat exchanger 

Cp: Specific heat of air (J/kg K)  

𝜌 : Density of air kg/m
3
 

ℎ : Hours of operation per year (1710 h) 

 

 

3.2.6 Transmission through walls, roof and floor 

The transmission losses of wall, roof and floor are mainly due to conduction. Hence, the Eq.9 

that mentioned in chapter 2.3.6 can be used for the calculation. From the drawing of building 

which given by Gävlefastigheter (appendix 1), the area of wall, roof and floor can be 

determined. The data of U-value for building material is assumed and provide by our 

supervisor. It shows in the table 11. 

Table 11. U-value of building material  

Type U- value (W/m
2
K) 

Wall 1.0 

Roof 0.5 

Floor 0.6 

 

The year average outdoor temperature of the city is 5℃ and average indoor temperature is 

about 21 ℃ [17]. Therefore, degree hour value can be found in the appendix 2 that is 

127300 °h. Finally, transmission losses can be calculated by using degree hour method like 

(Eq.9). 

𝑄𝑡𝑟 =  ∑  (𝑈 ∗ 𝐴) ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒                     

In the calculation roof is assumed as flat plan. However, due to the radiation effect, roof will 

radiate heat to the sky. From experimental data, the transmission loss through roof will be 

15% larger than other part. Moreover, the object building includes one floor basement. As 
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figure below shows, the wall has two parts: underground and above ground. Heat transfers of 

these two parts are different. For the ground part has another U-value with 0.3 W/m
2
K which 

given by technical supervisor. 

 

Figure 14. Heat transfer through the basement [25] 

 

3.2.7 Transmission through windows and doors 

Transmission through windows and doors is a large part of heat losses. The method for 

calculating heat loss from window and door is same. From the appendix 10, the length of 

windows and doors can be found. However, the height and type of them need additional 

measure and determine. Therefore, the height is measured. During the energy survey, the type 

of window and door are investigated. So the U-value is able to estimate and the corresponding 

U-value are indicating below. 

Table 12. U-value of windows and doors 

Type Material U-value (W/m
2
K) 

Window, 2 panel glass, air 

filled 
Wood 2.8 

Door, with 50% 2 panel 

glass 
Aluminum 2.6 

 

All windows that install in the Vallbacksgården are wood build and have 2 panels. The 

thickness of windows is almost same. Thus, all windows are assumed with same U-value. 

Doors include two parts, one part is aluminum material and another is 2 panels glass. 

Therefore, in the calculation regard all doors have same U-value.  Degree hour is 127300 °h 

for windows and doors are as before. As chapter 2.3.6 mentioned, the transmission loss 

through windows and doors are able to calculate by Eq. 9.  
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3.2.8 Nature ventilation Losses 

 

As the writing before, natural ventilation losses is the free heating that ventilation out of 

control. Heats will goes out of house through envelope, walls, windows and doors more or 

less. Heat losses are hard to be measured due to the occupation of the house. So we can just 

calculate it after other data is measured. The number of natural ventilation losses can be 

calculated by the whole energy lost except other losses have been measured. The equation is: 

𝑄𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 

 

𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 + 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 

 

−𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  
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4 RESULTS 

This chapter presents the energy survey result of Vallbacksgården. 

4.1 Energy from district heating (Supply heat)  

As we said in the method before, district heating is a big part of heat income. The amount is 

different in every month due to the temperature of outside environment is different.  

There are some different colors for different years. The blue one says the amount of year 

2013. The red one says the amount of year 2014. The green one says the amount of year 2015 

that just goes till May. The special one is the orange one that shows the average amount of the 

three years. The yellow column shows the amount of district heating in year 2008 which can 

be used for comparison. 

The whole figure gives us the total result that heat used in summer is much less than winter. 

 

Figure 15 District heating data of Vallbacksgården 
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Table 13. Amount of every month in these years 

 2013 2014 2015 Average 2008 

Jan 28682 28053 29111 28582 31022 

Feb 26161 26372 28158 27265 27925 

Mar 22868 23973 25458 24720 25029 

Apr 18309 17798 18265 18032 22641 

Maj 16357 8851 - 4431 15571 

Jun 4136 4196 - 4195 9859 

Jul 1612 1514 - 1514 6899 

Aug 2582 2400 - 2400 7179 

Sep 9504 8951 - 8951 9319 

Oct 15152 15457 - 15457 18373 

Nov 20792 20584 - 20584 21808 

Dec 26627 26796 - 26796 24709 

 

The real energy use of district heating was showed in the Tab.13. But it deeply influenced by 

temperature and weather condition of different year. In consider of this, the normal district 

heating consumption data was used for calculation (see the appendix 7). 

The normal energy was 192782 kWh and 184955 kWh in year 2013 and 2014. The mean 

value of anal heating energy consumption is equal to 188869 KWh. 

In the Fig.15 heating consumption rise to the peak in winter. Heating consumption drop 

dramatically in summer. The energy usage for heating is highly depending on the outdoor 

climate, such as temperature, season and other weather conditions. 
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4.2 Energy from solar radiation  

Heat supply due to solar radiation of Vallbacksgården is present in the tables. The windows of 

Vallbacksgården are separated in to six different sides. Table indicates the yearly solar 

radiation mount. 

Table 14. Heat supply from solar radiation in 30° 

Month 

Cloudy 

Factor 

𝐶𝑓 

Window 

Calculation 

factor K 

Solar 

radiation 

I 

Area 

(m
2
) 

Days 
Energy 

(Wh) 

Jan 0.45 0.8 2360 

18.6 

31 489879 

Feb 0.49 0.8 4280 28 873777 

Mar 0.58 0.8 5740 31 1535693 

Apr 0.58 0.8 6370 30 1649269 

May 0.63 0.8 5980 15 840883 

Sep 0.58 0.8 5760 15 745666 

Oct 0.51 0.8 4960 31 1166853 

Nov 0.42 0.8 3040 30 569963 

Dec 0.43 0.8 1770 31 351080 

Total  8223063 

 

Table 15. Heat supply from solar radiation in 60° 

Month 

Cloudy 

Factor 

𝐶𝑓 

Window 

Calculation 

factor K 

Solar 

radiation 

I 

Area 

(m
2
) 

Days 
Energy 

(Wh) 

Jan 0.45 0.8 130 

9.2 

31 13347 

Feb 0.49 0.8 370 28 37362 

Mar 0.58 0.8 900 31 119100 

Apr 0.58 0.8 1990 30 254847 

May 0.63 0.8 3050 15 212133 

Sep 0.58 0.8 1230 15 78759 

Oct 0.51 0.8 530 31 61672 

Nov 0.42 0.8 200 30 18547 

Dec 0.43 0.8 80 31 7848 

Total  803615 
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Table 16. Heat supply from solar radiation of 150° 

Month 

Cloudy 

Factor 

𝐶𝑓 

Window 

Calculation 

factor K 

Solar 

radiation 

I 

Area 

(m
2
) 

Days 
Energy 

(Wh) 

Jan 0.45 0.8 1440 

19.2 

31 308552 

Feb 0.49 0.8 2900 28 611144 

Mar 0.58 0.8 4520 31 1248301 

Apr 0.58 0.8 5850 30 1563494 

May 0.63 0.8 6150 15 892684 

Sep 0.58 0.8 4820 15 644106 

Oct 0.51 0.8 3570 31 866944 

Nov 0.42 0.8 1910 30 369654 

Dec 0.43 0.8 1060 31 217034 

Total  6721913 

 

Table 17. Heat supply from solar radiation of -30° 

Month 

Cloudy 

Factor 

𝐶𝑓 

Window 

Calculation 

factor K 

Solar 

radiation 

I 

Area 

(m
2
) 

Days 
Energy 

(Wh) 

Jan 0.45 0.8 2360 

37 

31 2141345 

Feb 0.49 0.8 4280 28 1738159 

Mar 0.58 0.8 5740 31 3054873 

Apr 0.58 0.8 6370 30 3280804 

May 0.63 0.8 5980 15 1672725 

Sep 0.58 0.8 5760 15 1483315 

Oct 0.51 0.8 4960 31 2321160 

Nov 0.42 0.8 3040 30 1133798 

Dec 0.43 0.8 1770 31 698385 

Total  17524564 
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Table 18. Heat supply from solar radiation of -60° 

Month 

Cloudy 

Factor 

𝐶𝑓 

Window 

Calculation 

factor K 

Solar 

radiation 

I 

Area 

(m
2
) 

Days 
Energy 

(Wh) 

Jan 0.45 0.8 1440 

9.6 

31 154287 

Feb 0.49 0.8 2900 28 30548 

Mar 0.58 0.8 4520 31 624123 

Apr 0.58 0.8 5850 30 781740 

May 0.63 0.8 6150 15 446340 

Sep 0.58 0.8 4820 15 322050 

Oct 0.51 0.8 3570 31 433473 

Nov 0.42 0.8 1910 30 184830 

Dec 0.43 0.8 1060 31 108531 

Total  3085922 

 

Table 19. Heat supply from solar radiation of -150° 

Month 

Cloudy 

Factor 

𝐶𝑓 

Window 

Calculation 

factor K 

Solar 

radiation 

I 

Area 

(m
2
) 

Days 
Energy 

(Wh) 

Jan 0.45 0.8 130 

19.3 

31 28000 

Feb 0.49 0.8 370 28 78380 

Mar 0.58 0.8 900 31 249850 

Apr 0.58 0.8 1990 30 534625 

May 0.63 0.8 3050 15 445019 

Sep 0.58 0.8 1230 15 165223 

Oct 0.51 0.8 530 31 129376 

Nov 0.42 0.8 200 30 38909 

Dec 0.43 0.8 80 31 16465 

Total  1685847 

 

Table 20. Annual heat supply from solar radiation 

Orientation Energy supply (MWh) 

30° 8.22 

60° 0.80 

150° 6.72 

-30° 17.52 

-60° 3.09 

-150° 1.69 

Total 38,04 
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Figure 16. Annual radiation input  

Table above present the energy supplied by solar radiation through windows. It shows solar 

radiation from six facades. Total heat increase due to solar radiation is about 38.04 MWh. 

Object building toward east -30° experience largest solar radiations. This is due to the relative 

large window area and solar intensity. 
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4.3 Internal heat generation 

 

As we wrote before in theory, result of internal heat should be separated in three parts. Here 

result data of internal heat are listed in three parts. Heat emitted by people, light and 

electricity equipment.  

The heat emitted by people can be calculated by data we showed before. 

Table 21. Data of heat emitted by people in the building 

State of people Heat emit 

(W/person) 

Number of people Time (h) Days of work 

Teachers and staff 100 19 9  

 

 

5 × 36 

Chef 120 1 9 

Children listening for 

story 

75 30 2 

Children drawing and 

play with toy 

90 30 3.5 

Children running 300 20 0.5 

 

Q people = ∑G × N × t × d          (Eq.12) 

Q Teachers and staff = 100 × 19 × 9 × 5 × 36 = 3078000 Wh = 3.08 MWh 

Q Chef = 120 × 1 × 9 × 5 × 36 = 194400 Wh = 0.19 MWh 

Q CLS = 75 × 30 × 2 × 5× 36 × 75% (Child) = 607500 Wh = 0.61 MWh 

Q CDPT = 90 × 30 × 3.5 × 5 × 36 × 75% (Child) = 1275750 Wh = 1.28 MWh 

Q CR = 300 × 20 × 0.5 × 5 × 36 × 75% (Child) = 405000 Wh = 0.41 MWh 

Q people = 3.08 + 0.19 + 0.61 + 1.28 + 0.41 = 5.57 MWh 

 

Table 22. Result of heat emitted by people in the building 

State of people Annual heat emitted (MWh) 

Teachers and staff 3.08 

Chef 0.19 

Children listening for story 0.61 

Children drawing and play with toy 1.28 

Children running 0.41 

Total 5.57 

 

The heat emitted by lights can be calculated by data we showed before. 

Q light =∑ n × P × t × ŋ          (Eq.13) 
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Table 6 Account of filament lamp 

 25W 40W 46W 

Filament lamp 44 10 1 

 

Q Filament = (44 × 25 + 10 × 40 + 1 × 46) × 4 × 5 × 36 × 25% = 278280 Wh =0.28 MWh 

Table 7 Account of lamp in corridor 

 7W 16W 25W 

Lamp in corridor 4 14 4 

 

Q corridor = (4 × 7 + 14 × 16 + 4 × 25) × 4 × 5 × 36 × 25% = 63360 Wh = 0.06 MWh 

 

Table 8 Account of fluorescent lamp 

 18W 36W 40W 

Fluorescent lamp 20 125+22(1h/day) 2 

 

Q Fluorescent = (20 × 18 + 147 × 36 + 2 × 40) × 1 × 5 × 36 × 25% = 257940 Wh = 0.26 MWh 

Table 23. Result of heat emitted by lights in the building 

Group of bulbs Annual heat emitted (MWh) 

Used 5 h/day 0.34 

Used 1 h/day 0.26 

 

The heat emitted by electricity equipment can be calculated by data we showed before also. 

 

Table 9 Number and power of equipment 

 Heat 

generation 

rate 

(W/unit) 

Number 

Opening time of 

Vallbacksgården 

(h) 

Days of 

equipment 

operating 

(D) 

Working 

weeks 

Working 

percent of 

operating 

time (%) 

Computer 60 3 

8 5 36 

70 

Copy 

machine 
50 1 5 

Dryer 700 6 80 

Kitchen 1500 6 25 

Washer 250 3 30 

Refrigerator 125 3 50 
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Q electricity equipment = ∑ E × n × t × d                              (Eq.14) 

Q computer = 60 × 3 × 8 × 5 × 36 × 70% ＝ 181440 Wh = 0.18 MWh 

Q copy machine = 50 × 1 × 8 × 5 × 36 × 5% = 3600Wh = 0.004 MWh 

Q dryer = 700 × 6 × 8 × 5 × 36 × 80% = 4838400 Wh = 4.84 MWh 

Q kitchen = 1500 × 6 × 8 × 5 × 36 × 25% = 3240000 Wh = 3.24 MWh 

Q washer = 250 × 3 × 8 × 5 × 36 × 30% = 324000 Wh = 0.32 MWh 

Q refrigerator = 125 × 3 × 8 × 5 × 36 × 50 % = 270000Wh = 0.27 MWh 

All of result can be show in Table 23. 

 

Table 24. Result of heat emitted by electricity equipment 

Equipment Annual heat emitted (MWh) 

Computer 0.18 

Copy machine 0.004 

Dryer 4.84 

Kitchen 3.24 

Washer 0.32 

Refrigerator 0.27 

Total 8.85 

 

The total value of internal heat generation can be calculated by results of Tab.22, 23 and 24 

that equal to 5.57+0.34+0.26+8.85=15.0 MW 
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4.4 Hot tap water 

 

Water consumption in year 2013 and 2014 was presented on the figure below. 

Gävlefastigheter provided this date.  

 

Figure 17. Water consumption of each month 

 

Table below shows the annual water consumption of year 2013, 2014 and mean value 

Table 25. Annual water consumption 

 
Water consumption 

(m
2
) 

Hot water 

consumption (m
2
) 

Energy 

consumption for 

heating water 

(MWh) 

2013 94 31.3 1.838 

2014 109 36.3 2.118 

Average 101.5 33.8 2.0 

 

The average annual water consumption is 101.5m
3
 and annual hot tap water usage is 33.8m

3
. 

By using the equation in Chapter.3.2.4, The energy in requires to heat the hot tap water is 2.0 

MWh.  
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4.5 Mechanical ventilation losses 

According to the measure (appendix 6), the average airflow velocity in the central supply pipe 

is 4.32m/s and the duct radium is 0.25m. Thus, use the equation  �̇� = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑣 = 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟2 ∗ 𝑣 . 

Supply airflow rate is 0.87m
3
/s. The sum of exhaust airflow rate is 2.18 m

3
/s. exhaust airflow 

rate of each room can be seen in appendix. Table 26 presents total airflow rate in 

Vallbacksgården. 

Table 26. Supply and exhaust airflow rate of Vallbacksgården 

Type Airflow (m
3
/s) 

Incoming air 0.87 

Exhaust air 1.88 

As chapter 3.2.5 mentioned, the Airflow V of incoming air is 0.87 m
3
/s, density of air 𝜌 is 1.2 

kg/m
3
, specific heat of air is 1000 J/kg K, annual operation hour ℎ of ventilation system is 

1710 h, efficiency 𝜂 of heat exchanger is 0.7, degree-hours 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒is 127300°ℎ. 

Mechanical ventilation loss calculate from  (Eq.17):  

𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = V ∗  𝜌 ∗  Cp ∗  (1 −  𝜂) ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 ∗ (
ℎ

8760
) 

                                              =0.87*1.2*1000*(1-70%)*127300*(
1710

8760
) 

                                              =7.8MWh 
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4.6 Transmission losses 

 

Tab. 27 presents the yearly transmission loss from walls, windows, doors, roof and floor. 

Table 27. Transmission loss in Vallbacksgården 

 U-value (W/m
2
K) Area (m

2
) Ktr (W/k) 𝑄𝑡𝑟 (MWh) 

Walls 0.7 358 251 31,90 

Walls (undergrund) 0.3 308 92   11,71 

Windows 2.8 114 319 40,61 

Doors 2.6 19 49 6,24 

Roof 0.5 714 357 45,45 

Floor 0.6 714 428 54,48 

Total  190,4 

 

 

Figure 18. Transmission losses due to each part of building 

As Tab.27 shows the total heat loss due to transmission is around 190 MWh. Heat loss of 

floor counters the largest part of transmission loss. Heat loss of roof is just behind, with 24% 

of total transmission loss.  Windows counter for 21% of total transmission loss. 

Vallbacksgården is an old building with one floor. Thus the wall and windows area is relative 

smaller compare with multi floor building. Thus heat loss from floor and roof take a large 

percentage in total transmission loss.   
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3% 
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4.7 Natural ventilation losses 

As we introduced before, the result of natural ventilation losses can be calculated by this 

equation: 

𝑄𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 + 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 

−𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑄𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑎𝑝 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 

 

𝑄𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 15.0 + 38.0 + 188.9 – 190.4 – 7.8 – 2.0 = 41.7 MWh 

The result we got includes infiltration of the building and leakage from doors when parents take care 

their baby. They keep the door open for a long time occasionally. 

 

 

 

4.8 Energy balance 

The result of energy survey of Vallbacksgården is presented in the bellowing table.  

Table 28. Energy balance in Vallbacksgården 

 Energy input MWh 

District heating 188.9 

Solar radiation 38.0 

Internal heating generation 15.0 

Total 241.9 

 

Energy output MWh 

Transmission loss 190.4 

Mechanical ventilation loss 7.8 

Nature ventilation loss 41.7 

Hot tap water 2.0 

Total 241.9 
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Figure 19. Energy increase in Vallbacksgården 

 

Figure 20. Energy losses in Vallbacksgården 

The transmission loss is the main factor of energy losses in the building, which counts for 

79%. The district heating takes the largest part of energy input. Solar radiation and internal 

heat generation take 16%, 6% respectively.   
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5 DISCUSSIONS 

The result of energy balance has been present through energy survey. According to energy 

survey, possibility of reduce energy consumption is analyzed in this chapter. A number of 

energy saving method is discussed. Secondly, the restriction of the work is illustrated.  

5.1 Window substitution 

The annual heating requirement of Vallbacksgården is around 132 kWh/m
2
/year (calculation 

see appendix14). For the new residential building in Europe, heating load is 60 – 100 

kWh/m
2
/year and for the passive house is 15 kWh/m

2
/year [1]. Thus, the building has large 

potential in promote insulation and air tightness.  

The windows installs in Vallbacksgården are rather old, which is wood build with 2 panel 

glasses. U-value of this type window is round 2.8 W/𝑚2 ºC. Hence, energy losses are rather 

large when it is compared with modern energy glass window. The large U-value will lead 

highest heat loss per in unite area. In additional, replace windows are more easy and cheap 

than renovate wall and roof. In this case, substitution of old window with more energy 

efficiency type is studied. 

 

Figure 21. Structure of PVC, 2-glass window [26] 

The new window has 2 panel glass and PVC frame with U-value of 1.03 W/𝑚2 ºC.  This type 

of window is sold by a Swedish company Toolbockx. The average price for fixed window 

(type A 140cm*140cm) is around 640 SEK. Price for window that can be opened (type B 

140cm*140cm) is more expensive with 1884 SEK (Window price detail attached in Appendix 

11) [27].  
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Table 29. Calculation of newly installed energy glass window. 

 
U-value  

(W/𝑚2 ºC) 
Area (m

2
) 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒(°h) 

Transmission 

loss (MWh) 

Solar 

radiation 

window 

calculation 

factor K 

Solar 

radiation 

change 

(MWh) 

Original 

windows 
2.8 114 127300 40.6 0.8 38.0 

Energy glass 

windows 
1.03 114 127300 15.0 0.7 33.3 

 

The transmission loss of new window is 15.0 MWh. It could reduce 13% transmission loss. 

However, energy effective windows could also reduce the solar radiation. As consequence 

reduce the free heat from sun. The absorption factor of energy effective window is 0.7 

compare with old window 0.8. New window will lead solar radiation reduce 12.5%. For the 

detail of calculation see Appendix 12. 

The result of substitution as table shows. By changing energy effective window, the energy 

loss will reduce 20.9 MWh (8%) and cost of district heating will save 13591 SEK per year.   

The cost for window installation is 400 – 600 SEK/h, it corresponding to 1500±500 SEK for 

every window. Thus, without any tax reducing support, renovation all windows (around 58 

unite) cost 87000 SEK for workers. If consider the labor cost, the payback time is at least 11.8 

years. 

Table 30. Substitution of energy effective window 

 

U-value 

of 

window 

(W/𝑚2 

ºC) 

Investment 

(SEK) 

Reduced 

energy 

loss 

(MWh) 

District 

heating 

price (SEK/ 

kWh) 

Annual 

heating cost 

reduced (SEK) 

Payback 

time (year) 

Original 

windows 
2.8 0 0 0.65 0 0 

Energy 

windows (A) 
1.03 159732 

20.9 

MWh 
0.65 13591 SEK 11.8 

Energy 

windows (B) 
1.03 196272 

20.9 

MWh 
0.65 13591 SEK 14.4 

 

 

The CO2 emission associated to district heating in Gävle is around 14.7g /kWh [26] [36]. 

Therefore, the window renovation is able to reduce 307377 g CO2 annually. 
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5.2 Decrease temperature setting 

As energy survey investigated, the indoor temperature of Vallbacksgården is 21 ℃ . The 

requirement of indoor temperature in winter is not less than 19 ℃ . If decrease indoor 

temperature, 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 value need to be changed. Energy loss can be largely effect. When adjust 

indoor temperature to 19℃, 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 will change to 115200°h compare with origin number 

127300°h. Therefore, transmission and mechanical ventilation loss is drop 9.3% that is equal 

to 18.1MWh. There is no additional cost in this case, and cost of district heating could reduce 

10642 SEK annually (further calculation procedures please see Appendix 13). The table 

below compared the result of decrease indoor temperature to 20 ℃ and 19℃. 

Table 31. Results of adjust indoor temperature setting. 

 
Investment 

(Kr) 

𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 

(°h) 

Reduced 

energy loss 

(MWh) 

District 

heating price 

(kWh/Kr) 

 

Annual 

heating cost 

reduced (Kr) 

Reduced 

CO2 

emission 

(g) 

Indoor 

temperature 

21℃ 

0 127300 0 0.65 0 0 

Indoor 

temperature 

20℃ 

0 121300 9.0 MWh 0.65 5274 Kr 131859 g 

Indoor 

temperature 

19℃ 

0 115200 18.1 MWh 0.65 10642 Kr 266070 g 

 

As the CO2 emission to district heating in Gävle is around 14.7g/kWh. Therefore, decreasing 

indoor temperature is able to reduce131859g and 266070 g CO2 annually.  
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5.3 Install ground source heat pump 

District heating is used in Vallbacksgården for space heating. Compare with traditional 

heating systems, heat pump has high coefficient of performance (COP) which could larger 

than 3. For example, burn 1MWh fuel can produce 1MWh heat. However, 1MWh electricity 

is able to produce 3MWh heat by using heat pump. Heat pump has advantage of energy 

efficiency. However when outdoor temperature lower than 0, the COP hot will decrease. Due 

to this reason, ground sources heat pump is chosen in the study for substituting district heating 

system. Ground source heat pump system is most efficient solution for heating and cooling. 

The lifetime of mechanical components and ground loop is 25 years and 50 years respectively 

[31]. The ground temperature of Gävle is about 5℃ and more consistent than air. Therefore, 

ground source heat pump is less sensitive to climate compare with air source heat pump. 

 

Figure 22. Ground source heat pump system with vertical borehole [30] 

The heat pump for space heating (NIBE-F1345) is produced by NIBE, a Swedish 

manufacture. The manufacture company recommends drilling 6 vertical boreholes with 200 

meters. The system has 60 kW power and 4.3 COP [29].  The annual heating demand is 

around 190 MWh that will cost 123500 Kr per year for district heating. If replace old systems 

by heat pump with COP 4.3, only 44.2MWh electricity will be consumed. Annual cost of 

electricity is 54625 kr. As result the annual saving of use heat pump is 68875 Kr. (Calculation 

was presented in Appendix 14). This type heat pump cost 179,000. And the installations cost 

is around 800,000±100,00 SEK. The installation cost is according to the heat pump producing 

company’s estimation, it may vary from different installer. 

Table 32. Cost of installing Geo-thermal Heat pump 

 
Heat 

supplier 

Investment 

(SEK) 

Local energy 

price (SEK 

/kWh) 

Annual cost for 

heating (SEK) 

Annual 

heating cost 

reduced 

(SEK) 

Payback 

time 

(year) 

District 

heating 

District 

heating 
0 0.65 123500 0 0 

Geo-

thermal 

Heat 

pump 

Electricity 979000 1.25 55238 68262 SEK 14.3 
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Use district heating to supply heat (190 MWh/year) will lead 2,793,000 g CO2 emission per 

year. However, for emission of generates electricity in Sweden, Swedish Energy trade 

association estimates as 20g/kWh [32]. Thus, use ground source heat pump (44.19 MWh 

electricity per year) will only produce 883800 g CO2, which contribute to reduce 1909200g 

CO2 annually. 

 

 

5.4 Other suggestion 

There are some alternatives that contribute to increasing energy efficiency of object building. 

These suggestion include renovation of building envelope, control systems installation for 

HAVC and lighting, installation of solar systems [38]. 

CO2 sensors Install CO2 sensors for ventilation system is able 

to measure CO2 density, and control the 

ventilation time. It decreases energy in low 

demand time. 

Motion sensors Introduce motion sensor to detect the occupant 

present and regular ventilation and lighting 

system. 

Roof insulation The level of insulation for roof is about 

0.5W/m
2
k, that can be substituted by well 

insulated material and also improve air tightness 

between junction points. 

Internal wall insulation Add internal wall insulation is another alternative 

for the wall already has insulation. For instance, 

10 cm polystyrene can give  

Insulation level as 0.30 W/m². K.  

Solar systems Install solar PV or solar collector is able to 

decrease energy consumption.  
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5.5 Restriction  

 

Energy consumption has been present in previous section. However there are several 

limitations of investigation. This section discussed the restriction and weakness of work.  

The exact insulation information of the building components is unavailable, such as windows, 

walls, roof and doors. Vallbacksgården is an old building and not renovate in recent year.  

Due to this reason, the U-value was assumed relative large. The real insulation condition may 

better than the investigation assumed. Furthermore, the degree hour is experimental data that 

roughly determines the heat loss. Our measurement is doing during winter, so supply air and 

exhaust air velocity may have some difference in other time period.  

The hot tap water consumption is determined as 30% of total water consumption. But real hot 

water consumption highly depends on occupants. The occupant time of washing and showing 

was assumed similar with last few years. 

Vallbacksgården is used for a kindergarten. The children are used to be running and playing 

inside the building rather than sitting. Hence, the metabolism rate of children may become 

little larger. In winter, decreases of the indoor temperature to the minimum accept temperature 

(19℃) may not be suitable for a kindergarten. 

In the energy conserving suggestion part, investment cost may vary with the market condition. 

Payback time calculation is based on current energy price. It can be shorter and longer if the 

energy prices change.  On the other hand, window renovation investment is calculated in low 

cost situation. The average cost may larger than the estimation of report.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The energy audit gave a clear understanding of energy consumption pathways and reasonable 

suggestion for future refurbishment. The work has carried out the energy balance in 

Vallbacksgården through series measurements and calculations. The total amount of energy 

input equal to 241.9 MWh. While district heating takes the largest part of energy input that 

correspond to 188.9 MWh (78%), and cost around 123500 SEK annually. Furthermore, 38.0 

MWh (16%) of energy is contributed by solar radiation that becomes second largest source of 

energy input. Finally, internal heat generation is the smallest contributor to energy input 

which counts 15.0 MWh (6%). 

On the other hand, for energy output, majority of heat loss is leaded by transmission. It cost 

190.4 MWh per year that shares 79% of total energy output. Nature ventilation loss of object 

building shares 17% of total heat output which is 41.7 MWh.  Mechanical ventilation and hot 

tap water have energy consumption with 7.9 MWh and 2.0 MWh respectively. They take rest 

4% of total energy output.  

According to result of energy survey, several reasonable suggestions have been given. Firstly, 

for the costless solution, decreasing indoor temperature 1℃ or 2 ℃ is able to reduce heating 

demand 9.0 MWh or 18.1 MWh annually. It will reduce CO2 emission reduce131859g- 

266070 g, and save 5274 – 10642 SEK per year. 

Secondly, substitute district heating system by ground source heat pump is an environmental 

solution. By analyze, using ground source heat pump can reduce has priority in 

environmental, which lower CO2 emission 1909200 g/year and save 68262 SEK/year. 

Investment for this solution is 979000 SEK and the payback time takes 14.3 years.  

Replace old windows is a moderate cost solution. By using energy glass to substitution can 

reduce 20.9 MWh/year heating demand and 307377 g/year CO2. New energy glass windows 

can cut 13591 SEK/year for district heating. The renovating investment cost and payback time 

are more than 159732 SEK and 11.8 year respectively. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1. Degree-hours as a Function of Balance Temperature and Annual Mean Outdoor 

Temperature for Gävle 

Temperature 

Out door average temperature 

-2℃  -1 ℃ 0 ℃ 1 ℃ 2 ℃ 3 ℃ 4 ℃ 5 ℃ 6 ℃ 7 ℃ 8 ℃ 

In door 

average 

temperature 

5 ℃ 80750  73500  66500  59700 53200 47000 41000 35200 29700  24500  19500 

6 ℃ 87000  79500  72300  65300 58500 52000 45800 39700 33900  28400  23000 

7 ℃ 93500  85800  78300  71100 64100 57400 50800 44500 38400  32600  26900 

8 ℃ 100200  92200  84600  77200 69900 62900 56200 49600 43200  37100  31100 

9 ℃ 107200  99000  91200  83500 76000 68800 61800 54900 48200  42000  35500 

10 ℃ 114500  106000  98000  90100 82400 74900 67700 60600 53600  47100  40300 

11 ℃ 121900  113300  105100  97000 89000 81400 73900 66500 59300  52500  45400 

12 ℃ 129500  120700  112300  104000 95800 88000 80200 72600 65100  58100  50700 

13 ℃ 137000  128100  119500  111000 102500 94500 86500 78700 70900  63600  55900 

14 ℃ 144600  135400  126700  118000 109300 101100 92900 84700 76700  69200  61200 

15 ℃ 152100  142800  133900  125000 116100 107600 99200 90800 82500  74800  66500 

16 ℃ 159700  150200  141100  132100 122900 114200 105500 96900 88300  80400  71800 

17 ℃ 167200  157600  148300  139100 129600 120700 111800 103000 94100  85900  77000 

18 ℃ 174800  155000  155500  146100 136400 127300 118100 109100 99900  91500  82300 

19 ℃ 182300  172300  162700  153100 143200 133800 124500 115200 105700  97100  87600 

20 ℃ 189900  179700  169900  160100 149900 140400 130800 121300 111500  102600  92800 

21 ℃ 197400  187100  177100  167100 156700 146900 137100 127300 117300  108200  98100 

22 ℃ 205000  194500  184300  174100 163500 153500 143400 133400 123100  113800  103400 

23 ℃ 212500  201900  191500  181100 170200 160000 149700 139500 128900  119300  108600 

24 ℃ 220100  209200  198700  188100 177000 166600 156100 145600 134700  124900  113900 

25 ℃ 227600  216600  205900  195100 183800 173100 16400 151700 140500  130500  119200  
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Appendix 2. Solar radiation per unite area per day 
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Appendix 3. Calculation factor for solar radiations 
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Appendix 4. The result of measurement of floor (l/s) 

Roo

m 

Day 1 (-

6℃) 

Day 1 

Total 

Day 2 (-

3℃) 

Day 2 

Total 

Day 3 

(0℃) 

Day 3 

Total 

Day 4 (-

7℃) 

Day 4 

Total 
Average 

208

* 

40+48+5

3 
141 

50+50+5

2 
152 

55+55+

45 
155 

55+55+4

7 
157 151,25 

209 38 38 44 44 41 41 40 40 40,75 

210

* 
27+35 62 31+42 73 28+37 65 28+37 65 66,25 

211

* 
47+48 95 55 55 50 50 50 50 62,5 

207 16 16 14 14 16 16 16 16 15,5 

205 20 20 24 24 20 20 21 21 21,25 

204 22 22 25 25 21 21 21 21 22,25 

201 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

212 20 20 23 23 19 19 19 19 20,25 

214

* 
44+30 74 50+35 85 45+28 73 45+28 73 76,25 

215

* 
56+45 101 60+50 110 56+45 101 52+45 97 102,25 

216 52 52 55 55 52 52 54 54 53,25 

217

* 
40+60 100 38+55 93 40+60 100 38+59 97 97,5 

218

* 
51+51 102 55+56 111 51+52 103 52+52 104 105 

219 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

222 14 14 17 17 14 14 14 14 14,75 

223 14 14 17 17 14 14 14 14 14,75 

258 48 48 53 53 49 49 50 50 50 

228 19 19 23 23 20 20 19 19 20,25 

257 27 27 32 32 29 29 28 28 29 

229

* 
35+32 67 40+35 75 36+33 69 35+31 66 69,25 

227 55 55 60 60 55 55 55 55 56,25 

230

* 
51+34 85 60+41 101 56+38 94 55+36 91 92,75 

231 32 32 35 35 33 33 31 31 32,75 

255

A 
15 15 13 13 13 13 13 13 13,5 

255

B 
18 18 14 14 18 18 18 18 17 

254 13 13 14 14 14 14 13 13 13,5 

253 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 

250

* 
31+37 68 33+37 70 36+37 73 35+38 73 71 

248 30+26 56 30+25 55 31+26 57 29+24 53 55,25 



 

75 

 

* 

247 24 24 23 23 24 24 24 24 23,75 

245 27 27 16 16 16 16 16 16 18,75 

243 17 17 16 16 16 16 16 16 16,25 

232 19 19 18 18 19 19 18 18 18,5 

233

* 
41+36 77 40+36 76 42+38 80 40+36 76 77,25 

234

* 
45+32 77 45+35 80 47+34 81 45+35 80 79,5 

235 57 57 55 55 55 55 51 51 54,5 

236 55 55 55 55 58 58 55 55 55,75 

238 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 

240 26 26 25 25 26 26 25 25 25,5 

241 12 12 11 11 12 12 11 11 11,5 

Tot

al  
1879 

 
1932 

 
1869 

 
1838 1879,5 

 *Room include multi air exhaust terminals 
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Appendix 5：The result of measurement of basement 

Room Exhaust Air of each terminal(l/s) Total (l/s) 

101 30 30 

102 15+15 30 

103 13+0+0 13 

108 40 40 

110 12 12 

111 35 35 

112 40 40 

113 28+25 53 

116 0 0 

117 0 0 

121 40 40 

123 5 5 

Total 
 

298 
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Appendix 6. The measurement result for supply air 

Day Supply Air (m/s) 

1 4.47 

2 4.44 

3 4.45 

4 4.32 

5 4.48 

Average 4.43 
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Appendix 7. District heating consumption 
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Appendix 8. Water consumption  
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Appendix 9. Electricity consumption  
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Appendix 10. Drawing of Vallbacksgården 
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Appendix 11. Price of windows  
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Appendix 12. Calculations of heat loss from substitute windows. 

 

This part present calculation details for chapter 5.1 window substitution. 

 

The annual heating requirement of Vallbacksgården  

=
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
=

188869𝐾𝑊ℎ

714𝑚2∗2
= 132KWh/m

2
 

 

Transmission losses of windows can be calculated by Eq.9. Thus, original window (U-value 

2.8 W/m
2
K) has transmission loss as: 

 𝑄𝑡𝑟 𝑜 =  ∑  (𝑈𝑜 ∗ 𝐴) ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 =2.8 W/m
2
K *114m

2
 * 127300°h = 40.61 MWh 

The energy glass window (U-value 1.03 W/m
2
K) has transmission loss: 

𝑄𝑡𝑟 𝑛𝑒𝑤 =  ∑  (𝑈𝑛𝑒𝑤 ∗ 𝐴) ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 =1.03 W/m
2
K *114m

2
 * 127300°h = 14.95 MWh 

 

The heat from solar radiation will reduce due to the energy glass able to reflect more solar 

radiation. Heat from solar radiation can be determined by Eq.10:  𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =∑(𝐼 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝐾 ∗

𝐶𝑓) ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑦/𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ . Original windows has absorption factor 0.8. New energy glass has 

absorption factor 0.7 and other conditions do not change. 

Therefore, heat from solar radiation of new windows is 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
0.7

0.8
𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

0.7

0.8
 * 

38.04 MWh    = 33.29 MWh.  

 

The annual energy reduces by substituting windows  

= (𝑄𝑡𝑟 𝑜−𝑄𝑡𝑟 𝑛𝑒𝑤) − (𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑛𝑒𝑤) = (40.61 MWh - 14.95 MWh) – (38.04 MWh  - 

33.29 MWh) = 20.91 MWh 

 

Local district heating price is 0.65 SEK/kWh 

The annul heating cost reduction = 20.91 MWh* 1000* 0.65 SEK/kWh = 13591SEK 

 

 

 

If object building substitutes all windows with type 140cm*140cm, the amount of windows 

can be roughly estimate:  

Number of windows N = 58 

A type window cost 1254 SEK/per 

B type window cost 1884 SEK/per 

Labour cost 1500 SEK per windows for installation  

 

Cost of change windows (A type) = 58 *(1254SEK + 1500SEK) =159732 SEK 

Cost of change windows (B type) = 58 *(1884 SEK + 1500SEK) = 196272 SEK 

 

Payback time of windows (A type) = 
159732 𝑆𝐸𝐾

13591𝑆𝐸𝐾
 =11.8 years 

Payback time of windows (B type) = 
196272 𝑆𝐸𝐾

13591𝑆𝐸𝐾
 =14.4 years 
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Appendix 13. Calculations of transmission losses. 

 

 

Transmission losses can be calculated by Eq.9: 𝑄𝑡𝑟 =  ∑  (𝑈 ∗ 𝐴)  ∗ 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 

 

The original indoor temperature is 21℃ with degree-hours 127300°h. If indoor temperature 

decreases to 19℃ and 20℃, Degree-hours 𝑞𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 will change to 115200°h and 121300°h. 

When other condition does not change, transmission loss will slump.   

 

New Transmission loss (indoor 19℃) = 
115200

127300
 ∗ 𝑄𝑡𝑟= 

115200

127300
  *190.39 MWh = 172.29 MWh 

New Transmission loss (indoor 20℃) = 
121300

127300
 ∗ 𝑄𝑡𝑟= 

121300

127300
  *190.39 MWh = 181.42 MWh 

 

Reduced energy loss (indoor 19℃) =190.39 MWh – 172.29 MWh = 18.1 MWh 

Reduced energy loss (indoor 20℃) =190.39 MWh - 181.42 MWh = 8.97 MWh 

 

The CO2 emission of district heating in Gävle is 14.7g/KWh. 

 

Reduced CO2 (indoor 19℃) =18.1 MWh*14.7 g/KWh 

Reduced CO2 (indoor 20℃) = 8.97 MWh*14.7 g/KWh 
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Appendix 14.Calculations of install ground source heat pump. 

 

 

The performance of heat pump for heating is defined as: 

 𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡 =  
𝑇ℎ

𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑙
=

𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑊𝑖𝑛
 

Where, 

𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡: Coefficency of performance for heating purpose 

𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 : Heat produce by heat pump (Wh) 

𝑊𝑖𝑛 : Energy input to the compressor (Wh) 

 

According to technical data from manufacture, the 𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡is 4.3. 

The heating demand of object building is 190 MWh. So the electricity consumption for 

running heat pump can be roughly got out: 

𝑊𝑖𝑛= 
𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡

 𝐶𝑂𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡
=

190 𝑀𝑊ℎ

4.3
= 𝟒𝟒. 𝟏𝟗 𝐌𝐖𝐡 

 

The local electricity price and district heating price is around 1.25 SEK/kWh and 0.65 

SEK/kWh. 

 

Annual cost of running heat pump = 44.19 MWh * 1.25SEK/kWh = 55238 SEK 

Annual cost of using district heating = 190MWh * 0.65 SEK/kWh = 123500 SEK 

 

Annual save of use heat pump = 123500 SEK - 55238 SEK = 68262 SEK 

 

Payback time of using ground source heat pump = 
979000 𝑆𝐸𝐾

68262 𝑆𝐸𝐾
 = 14.3 years 

 

 

 


